ACE WINS – An Exclusive & Unique Token of the Gambling World
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ACE WINS WHITE PAPER
ACE WINS - A First of its kind Token of the Gambling World that pays
up to 21% a month as a HODL Rewards automatically just for holding
the tokens if you compound the rewards!

Gambling is not about how well you play the game, it is about how
well you handle your money. At ACE WINS, you will get up to 21% a
month as HODL Rewards automatically, even if you do not gamble.
Isn't that exciting?
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INTRODUCTION
Gambling is the wagering of money or something of value (referred to as "the stakes") on an
event with an uncertain outcome with the primary intent of winning money or material goods.
According to Rose and Loeb (1998), gambling thus involves three elements: consideration,
chance and prize.
The gambling industry is one of the oldest and most stable of all industries in the world. With
the earliest six-sided dice dated to about 3000BC in Mesopotamia and the first known casino
(Ridotto), established in Venice,
Italy – 1638, the industry now has
so much markets and sub-markets
Online gambling market from 2009 to 2020 (in Billion U.S. dollars) -Statista 2018
that cannot be exactly numbered.
At the dawn of digitalization, a lot
of industries had to diversify their
practices to suit/explore their user’s
new active environment (internet).
For the gambling industry, this drift
has paid off tremendously. Based
on the analysis report presented by
Statista in 2018, the online gaming
market had a volume of 37.91
Billion USD in 2015, and this figure
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was forecasted to increase to 59.79 Billion USD in 2020.
The market projection of the gambling industry can be exceeded, if a careful attention is
given to the newly introduced digital-based market that seems to best suit gamblers. This
market is known as the cryptocurrency-based market or the crypto-market. While we are
celebrating the market capitalization of the gambling industry at 51.96 Billion USD in 2018,
this market is comfortably boasting a market capitalization of 335 Billion USD with BTC alone
owning about 149 Billion USD of the market cap (as of mid-March 2018). The level of
transparency, anonymity, smart verification, absence of third party, availability and
decentralized control of currencies are major features of the crypto-market that makes it the
best spot for gambling. Unfortunately, so many currencies in the crypto-market are not
making online gambling as seamless or compatible as it should be. This can be seen from
the high process time, computing resources, transaction fees and the challenge of using
different currencies for the few different gambling platforms on the crypto-market.
Having considered these limitations, ACE WINS therefore introduces a cryptocurrency-based
solution that gives gamblers and other gambling platforms a better and more profitable place
in this booming market or economy. The first focus is to provide a cryptocurrency that is
solely for gambling with thorough consideration of the gambling industry’s needs and
demands. Being the crypto enthusiasts since 2011, the experience and ground reality,
understood and acquired respectively; have tremendously fueled the success of the
developed architecture for this project and it is implementation. Another phase of this project
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is to develop and integrate multiple games, to give gamblers diverse betting options and
satisfy their dynamic interest levels.
THE CRYPTO-ECONOMY
In 2009, a cryptography-based currency known as bitcoin was introduced, with its first miner
known as Satoshi Nakamoto. This cryptographic currency (popularly called cryptocurrency)
is a digital asset designed to work as a medium of exchange using cryptography to secure
the transactions and to control the creation of additional units of the currency.
This was introduced as an alternative to centralized currencies. State-defined or centralized
currencies had been the only medium used for financial transactions. Its rigid nature,
centralized system, enclosed controls, unavailability, exchange rates and lots more had
always been a thing of concern for global investors.
Smart investors gave bitcoin a good grasp by not just using this alternative currency but also
by investing in the market itself.
In just a few years, the system has experienced a sporadic growth such that it now has over
2000 decentralized currencies and its free, transparent and distributed ledger system, makes
it a comfortable marketplace for global investors of today.
This technology has also grown so large that it is looking forward to substituting the traditional
state currencies.
As of November 20, 2018, the total market capitalization of
cryptocurrencies was 153,448,530,841 (over 153 billion) USD with 2325 cryptocurrencies and
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15589 markets. In comparison to a market cap of about 100 billion in June 2017, it is obvious
that the market is experiencing a positive and exponential growth.
ACE WINS – ACE
ACE WINS (ACE) is an ERC 20 Token, developed exclusively for the Online Gambling.
Initially ACE Tokens will be used as the utility token to play all the games from ACE WINS.
Gradually over a period of time, ACE Tokens can also be used to play games from other
Online Casino Houses. We are doing all that is possible to make the ACE Token a common
Token for many of the online casinos. In simple terms, ACE Tokens will act as chips to play
the games in the Casino. To add more value to this token, we have implemented HODL
Rewards System into the contract, which rewards the token holders up to 21% a month as
HODL Rewards if the rewards are compounded. The rewards will get credited automatically
to the respective wallets after the completion of every block in the blockchain which sums to
21% a month approximately if you allow the rewards to compound.
Since ACE Tokens give you HODL Rewards, which add to the total supply, we limited the
total supply to 9,000,000 tokens. Later, on hearing the feedback from the community, we
burned 6,754,694 tokens (including the HODL rewards till November 29, 2018 13:30 HRS
EST) and limited the total supply to 2,500,000 tokens to avoid inflation in the future.
To avoid infinite total supply of tokens on a longer run, we halved the HODL Rewards every
year manually by calling a function from the Smart Contract. This is done as a preventive
measure to avoid inflation over a period of time. Every action done on the smart contract will
be announced prior to the community.
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We will launch 3 to 1 Blackjack by December 2018 which can be played using ACE Tokens.
Followed by that, Social Roulette, Graphic Roulette, Poker and Horse Race will be launched
within 3 to 4 months.
We just don’t stop with the above games. We also plan to bring Live Dealer Casino Games
on board, in not so distant future, as outlined in our road map. With loads of games and
interesting bonus offers and promotions, ACE WINS Casino is going to be massive.
ACE Tokens are expected to get listed on the leading exchanges by February 2019, after
which it can be traded.
PROVABLY FAIR GAMES
All games of ACE WINS are 100% Provably Fair. The results are generated randomly.
Players can verify their results with the third party.
BOUNTIES
800,000 ACE Tokens are allocated for the Bounties which includes affiliates, airdrops,
youtubers, social network promoters and other promoters. Affiliates are rewarded with 10%
of the sold tokens referred by them. A tremendous number of tokens are allocated for
Youtubers and Social Network Promoters.
SUPPORT
A good digital-currency casino must have good customer support. In case of any queries,
you can visit the FAQ section or contact the support via e-mail (info@acewins.io).
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COINS SUPPLY AND DISTRIBUTION
ACE Tokens rewards the users with HODL Rewards up to 21% a month approximately if the
rewards are compounded. Hence, to avoid the inflation, the total token supply is limited to
2,500,000 Tokens. The Crowd Funding is set to start on Nov 24, 2018 and ends on Jan 31,
2019. To this end, all the undistributed tokens/coins will be burnt after the Crowd Funding.
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ROADMAP
In order to create evaluation points in the development and implementation of this project, we
developed milestones for every significant phase of our project. These milestones or project
roadmap is presented below.
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Sep 7, 2018

Nov 24, 2018

Nov 24, 2018 to Jan
31, 2019

•Black Jack & Social
Roulette
Development

•Limited Pre-Sale

Dec 2018

Jan 2019

Feb 2019

Feb 2019

•Horse Race,
American Roulette &
Poker Development

•Social Roulette Official Launch

•Listing the Tokens in
Exchanges

•Graphic Roulette Official Launch

Mar 2019

Apr 2019

From May 2019

•Poker - Official
Launch

•Horse Race - Official
Launch

•More Games and
Expansion

•Crowd Funding with
3 rounds

Dec 5, 2018
•3 to 1 Blackjack Official Launch

TERMS AND CONDITIONS
WARNING: DO NOT PURCHASE ACE TOKENS WITHOUT A GUIDE, IF YOU ARE NOT EXPERIENCED IN DEALING
WITH CRYPTO TOKENS AND BLOCKCHAIN-BASED SOFTWARE SYSTEMS. CRYPTO TOKENS MAY EXPERIENCE
EXTREME PRICE VOLATILITY.
ALL PURCHASES OF ACE TOKENS ARE NON-REFUNDABLE
ALL PURCHASES OF ACE TOKENS ARE FINAL. PURCHASES OF ACE TOKENS ARE NON-REFUNDABLE. BY
PURCHASING ACE TOKENS, THE BUYER ACKNOWLEDGES THAT NEITHER OUR VENTURE NOR ANY OF OUR
PARTIES ARE REQUIRED TO PROVIDE A REFUND FOR ANY REASON, AND THE BUYER WILL NOT RECEIVE
MONEY OR OTHER COMPENSATION FOR ANY ACE TOKENS THAT IS NOT USED OR REMAINS UNUSED.
REFERRAL COMMISIONS
THOUGH UNLIKELY, ACE WINS RESERVES THE RIGHT TO DISABLE THE AFFILIATE PROGRAM AND/OR ANY
GIVEN AFFILIATE USER AT ANY GIVEN TIME.
ACE WINS RESERVES THE RIGHT TO ADJUST THE COMMISSION RATE AS NECESSARY TO ENSURE THE
CONTINUED OPERATIONS OF THE ACE WINS SERVICE.
PRIVACY
WE WILL NEVER DISCLOSE ANY IDENTIFYING INFORMATION RELATED TO THE ACE TOKENS PURCHASES TO
ANY BODY, WITHOUT THE PRIOR WRITTEN CONSENT OF THE USER. USERS EMAIL AND ALL THE OTHER
INFORMATION WILL BE HELD CONFIDENTIAL.
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